


 



PRODUCT INFORMATION 
 
 

PORTFOLIO PRICE LIST 

scan the QR code and choose your respective 
country to view the price list on our website 

 

 
 
 

 
CLASS 'O' FIRE RATINC 

Lamitak laminates are Class 'O' Fire Rated certified by TOY 
SOD PSB under BS 476 Part 6 & 7 standards. Kindly contact us 

fora certificate. 
 

 

 

 
LAMITAK LAMINATES 

• typically conform to the requirements of ISO 4586. 

are 7220mm  x 2440mm x +/- 0.7mm  (4.0ft x 8.0ft) [+/-70%] 

unless otherwise stated 

are selectively available in 1220mm x 3050mm x +/- 0.7mm 

[4.0ftxlO.Oft] [+/-10%] 

are in 7mm thickness(+/- 10%) for all high gloss and SOiid Core 

laminates, with the exception ofGPC laminates. 

postforming grade is available on an indent basis only. 

 
SURFACE FINISHES 

-Suede 

D, OC - ORI-MATT• 

C, E, K, X, MT - Textured 

XL,XM -Other finishes 

-Glossie 

-Leather 

-Matt 

-Linen 
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♦ Anti-Bacterial 

 
 

 
USEANDCARE GUIDE CLEANING 

Lamitak laminates are durable, abrasion resistant and impact 

resistant under normal use. To better care for your laminates; 

 
• Do not chop, slice, or hammer directly on the laminate surface 

· Do not use sharp objects such as knives or box-cutters on the 
laminate surface 

• Do not place hot cookware directly on the laminate surface 

. Do not expose the laminate to temperatures above 60°C for 

prolonged periods, such as placing hot fiying pans or dishes 

directly from the burner, which may cause the laminate to 

separate from substrate. 

• Do not flood the laminate or introduce water at joints, which 

maycausethesubstratetoexpand. 

Ourlaminatesareeasytoclean 

 
Use warm water and  a clean non-abrasive  cloth  to remove 

 
, Usea mild household cleaner or detergent if necessary and rinse 
with clean water 

Drythesurfacewithacleannon-abrasivecloth 

Special attention may be required for stubborn stains - apply a 

small amount of thinner on a clean non-abrasive cloth to gently 
remove stain and rinse the area with another clean damp cloth. 

A1;0id using any cleaning agent containing acid, alkali or sodium 
hypochlorite, asthey may corrode. discolour or ruin the surface of 

the laminate. 

 
 

 
BUYERS SAFEGUARD 

All our laminate designs are crafted and fine-tuned to the slightest detail. Insist on the original and be certain of its authenticity. We 

recommend checking your finished product against the samples in this Lamitak portfolio. Alternatively, you may request for sample 

laminatechipsatanyofouroffices. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

Kindly inspect all products prior to installation. We warrant solely to the original Buyer that the products will be free from defects in 

materials under guidelines of ISO 4586- Part l & 2. and  NEMA Standards, when given normal, proper and intended usage, and limited to 

the extent of the cost of product only for a period of3 years from the date of sale to the Buyer 

 

-ScantheQRcodetofindoutmore 

-aboutourproductinformation 

 

Lamitak is wholly owned by TAK Products & Services Pte Ltd. All rights reserved. No part of this portfolio may be resold, reproduced, stored in a retrieval 
system or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the written permission of 
TAKProducts&ServicesPC&Ltd.Co.Regno.1989031202 
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PROTAK SOLID CORE 
ANTI- FINGERPRINT HOMOGENEOUS LAMINATE 

 

 

Touch all you want, for fingerprints leave no trace on our Protak 

laminates. The technological formulation of the laminates in the 

Protak collection offer consistently immaculate and spotless  

surfaces that are unadulterated by even the grubbiest hands. 

The laminates' superior scratch-resistant properties also help 

strengthen their surfaces. 

Reach a new level of refinement with Lamitak's SOiid Core laminates  

With one consistent colour throughout the laminate sheet, the 

telltale brown edges of regular laminates are eliminated, resulting in 

crisp and sleek designs for a superior level of detailing. Lamitak's 

Solid Core range is not just limited to solid-colour laminates but also 

includes timber-, concrete- and stone-inspireddesigns. 
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SAVI LE ARTAK 
REPEATABLE   LAMINATE ART  +   LAMITAK 

 

 

Bring visually intriguing pattern and texture to your space with the large 

format design of the Savile collection. The layered print with a multi-

dimensional chevron motif projects both classic and contemporary qualities 

to jazz up any space with a dose of style. In the Savile family, the 

sophisticated colourways inspired by traditional menswear fabric will bring 

a smart sartorial edge to your space 

 

 

IIARTl!lOZZDCQ,♦- RARTl!102JDC0.♦lffWI 

 

artak is the convergence of art and design. This specially 

curated collection of graphical expressions has a playful energy 

that fulfils the imagination of the boldest designers. artak will 

change the wayyou look at laminates. 
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lllustrat,:,n purpose only. We recommend viewing the laminate  design at anyd°"'offices. 



LU N IG IANA 
BOOKMATCHED  LAMINATE 

 

 
Lunigiana is a historical territory of Italy, brimming with 

medieval charm asyou wander through the old towns along 

its mountain passes. Its unique markings and colour 

variations of pure stone are both classic and contemporary, 

easily transforming your home into oneluxe abode. 
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MARBLE 

SUPER MATT 

4X8FT 
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MONTIGNOSO 
BOOKMATCHED   LAMINATE 

 

 
Montignoso is a commune located in the Tuscany region of Italy, 

famed for its rich beautiful nature and spectacular views of the 

Apuan Alps. Bold whilst simultaneously timeless, the dark 

background allows the natural and unique veins oft he marble to 

stand out, making it perfect for every kind of interior application 
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HUMBOLDT STREET 
REPEATABLE  LAMINATE 

 
 

Inspired by the raw unpolished appearance of metal walls on the 

buildings that lay along the streets of Downtown  Portland, 

Oregon. Its rustic appearance bears an ability to look ultra-modern 

or vintage, adding character to your desired space 

 

 

 
ART11013 D STEEL ORI-MATT 

 
 
 

SIZE· 

4xl0FT 



 

 
View at www.lamitak.com 
 
NEW ZEALAND 
 
Statement iD 
 
12 Nugent Street 
Grafton 
Auckland 1023 
New Zealand 
T:  +64 9 309 7828 
E:  info@statementid.co.nz 
 
 www.statementid.co.nz 

 

Experience the best of Lamitak designs with the new 
Lamitak app – available on both Androil and IOS.  Scan 
the QR code of each product to explore the possibilities 
each laminate offers.  Let us inspire.   

http://www.lamitak.com/
http://www.statementid.co.nz/


 


